John Paul Sprecher Prayer/Prophecy at Word of Life
Given during Open Heaven Meetings – January 8, 2016
“There are many instructors out there… but there are few Fathers. God says, ‘I am wanting to turn
that… I’m wanting to turn that around. I’m wanting to release Fathers, I’m wanting to release Mothers,
I’m wanting to release Daughters, I’m wanting to release Sons into the earth. I want them to be seen. I
want them to be heard. I want them to be known. I want them to make Me known. I want to fill
them… I want to fill them with My Spirit. I want to fill them. I want to take of what is Mine and I want
to give it to them. And I want to re-build the ruins that have fallen down.’
I keep hearing the Lord say, ‘The ruins are not the buildings. It’s not the outward appearance… the
ruins are the people. The ruins are the people and they feel they have been ruined – they have been
spoiled by the god and the spirit of this age.’
And the Spirit of the Lord says, ‘I am raising up people that, even like Nehemiah, will rebuild. Rebuild.
Not the physical - although sometimes, maybe I will rebuild a building here and there but I’m going to
rebuild lives. I’m going to rebuild lives. I’m going to rebuild lives and I’m calling you to My side and by
My side because I am the Restorer of the breach. I am the Restorer of the gap. And I am placing you in
the gap between them and Me and I am pouring out upon you My Heart. I am giving you… I am giving
you – My People – both now and forever when you hear me… I am giving you My Heart on the matter.
I am giving you and I will freely give you My Wisdom. I will give you My Resource. I will give you My
Understanding. I will give you My Ways. I will not withhold from you as you rebuild the wall… as you
rebuild the ruin… as you restore the shattered life…as you restore the shattered dream. I will not
withhold from you for I will bless you! I will bless you with the blessings that you have not yet even
seen! I will bless you with the measure that you have not yet even been able to receive because I am
releasing upon you My Heart like never before so you will be about what I am doing like never before.
And I will feed you all that you need to restore and rebuild that which is around you for you carry My
heart and you carry My ways and you carry My Wisdom. I will not withhold My Hand from you… as you
offered up your heart to Me… to know Me and to know My Heart, I will use you and carry you and bless
you like never before.
Do not doubt the Power of My Heart and the Power of My Resolve. All I need is a people… all I need is a
house from which I can operate, from which I can move, that will receive me, and I will make you
ascend. And I will send you with all Power and Authority with My Name to do my bidding… to do my
business – My Heavenly Heart business in the earth.’
John Paul: So Father, I thank you Lord, that this Church is not an orphan house. This is not an orphan
house. This is not a house of competitiveness. This is not a house of insecurity. This is not a house that
looks like the world outside. But this is a Fathered House with the heart of a father in it and a heart of
a mother in it. And a heart of sons and daughters and fathers and mothers even here tonight. This is a
different place. This is a different spirit. And God, I just thank you that it will spread… it will spread
and that seeds of this will grow and it will be perfectly appointed for this region and this time.
And hear the Lord say, ‘This will be an answer to prayer. This is going to be an answer to many
questions – what I am going to do right here is going to bring healing to this land.’”

